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驱动球过载启动保护后，灯罩闪红⾊。
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配合A020002C00可以抓取物体。
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起到在构型中稳固A020002C00的作用。

安装时请确认C070003A03两侧

与主控球组合时仍可按动按钮
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Operating and Controlling center of Mabot.

Storage, Processing information and Sending instructions.

Integrated blue-tooth and gyroscope.

After the shining light, it enters the breathing mode 

(from bright to dark) with the tones of 'Do Mi' from the buzzer.

Blue-tooth connected: The light shining twice with the tones 

of 'Do Re Mi' from the buzzer.

Any buttons can start or stop the programs in the Control Ball.

Operating Instruction:

Exercise device, such as wheels or transmission with 

other components.

Please do not exceed the maximum load weight when using 

the drive ball. Overloaded may damage the drive ball.

Please clean the drive ball regularly to assure the well function.

Please do not rotate when connected with connector.

Load limit:0.25kg
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Please do not forcibly break the module when it is energized. 

Please do not exceed the load limit.

Please do not rotate when connected with connector.

Please keep space clean between the two hemispheres. 

The rotary angle is ±75°

Load torque:0.55kg.cm

Load limit:0.55kg

Angles:±75°  

Please do not forcibly break the module when it is energized. 

Please do not exceed the load limit.

Please do not rotate when connected with connector.

Please keep space clean between the two hemispheres. 

Load torque:0.55kg.cm.

Load limit:0.32kg.
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Every rotate joint ball has two connection points.

Each swing joint ball has two connections.



Mirror and dark colored objects will influence the detector's 

ability to operate.

Please do not smear or paste things onto the black 

cover or it will compromise the detector's sensitivity.

Angle of detection: The lamp head and object are 

perpendicular.

It can measure distances using infrared light, measuring 

between 5-15cm (the parameter is based in the test results 

done on a white A4 piece of paper).

Each infrared sensing ball has one input.

 8 Colors detection.

Levels of light: 0 (extremely dark) to 100 (extremely bright).

Detection angle: the lamp head is perpendicularto the object.

Detection distance: 1 cm.

Each color sensing ball has one port.

Color mode: When lamp base is white, it catches the color

detected by the color sensing ball sensor.

Reflected light intensity mode: When lamp base turns red ,it

measures reflected light's intensity from the obects exposed to it.

Environmentallight intensity mode: When lamp base turns off,it

can measure the 1ight intensity of environmental 1ight through

the sensor.

When in color mode or reflected light intensity mode, make sure

the color sensing ball is at a right angle and is not touching the

surface of the object being detected.

(e.g.: a line-tracking robot from the package).
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 The indicator light is above the touch button.

 The touch button does not transmit signals or electrical current.

 Every color sensi ng ball has three ports, on each side of the ball.

When the button is pressed past 2.2mm. the light will flash

green.

Pressure on the button should less than 1kg.

Manually damaging or pulling the button by force is strictly

prohibited.

The micro-USB supports a device charging function.

Every battery ball has four ports, on each side of the ball.

Battery parameters:

Typical capacity: 640mAh

Standard voltage: 7.4V

Recommended charge temperature: 10℃—45℃

Instruction to the switch:

When the Mabot is off,press and hold the button for 2

seconds to boot up, the indicator light of the battery ball will

turn on.

When the Mabot is on, press and hold the button for 3 seconds

to shut it down; the indicator light of the battery ball will turn off.

Instructions for the indicator lights of the battery ball:

Green light means fully charged.

Red light means low battery.

When the battery ball is low on power, certain modules of the

Mabot may become unresponsive.

Blue light means under charging.



General instructions:

Service time - the more power-hungy devices connected to a

single battery ball (such as rotate joint ball , swing joint ball, drive

ball), the shorter of time it will operate.

Attention:

Never use a damaged battery ball.

Never insert any sharp metal into the connectors, as it may

cause short circuiting or permanent damage.

Keep the battery ball offwhen not in use. Please charge and

check the battery ball every fourth months to keep in working

condition.

Please use under adult supervision. Remove the charger

immediately after charging has completed.

The battery ball can be turned on while charging. Shutting

the device down before charging is suggested for extended

times.
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